American ironhorse speedometer wiring diagram

Connector-to-Connector Table. This table is a short cut to how things are connected to each
other, and what the funtion is for each wire on each connector. It also shows the flow of voltage
from source to destination which will be helpful when using a Volt- Ohm Meter VOM or test light
to probe connector pins, switch contacts, etc. If used along with an appropriate schematic
drawing, this may help make wiring easier to follow when troubleshooting electrical issues. In a
few instances, different wires with different colors are connected together, so in these instances
there are multiple colors shown. The other half "40B" comes from the "Harness". This
connector has 6 pins. Note: In some connectors, the pin may exist in one half and be plugged in
opposite half, or the connector pins may be absent not populated from the holes in the plastic
connector shell. Also, some connectors the three pin connectors and one two pin connector do
not have pin numbers, they are "A, "B", and "C" or "A" and "B" , hence the inclusion of these
letters in the heading's first three pins: "Pin 1 or A " etc. I believe the information to be as
accurate as it can be with the resources available. As always, use it knowing there could be
errors; should you find errors, please advise so they can be corrected. Hopefully, you may find
this useful. Guest Articles Obituaries. Italian Choppers. It shows the components of the circuit
as simplified shapes, and the capability and signal friends amongst the devices. A wiring
diagram usually gives instruction approximately the relative incline and arrangement of devices
and terminals upon the devices, to incite in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram
would doing more detail of the beast appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more
figurative notation to play up interconnections higher than beast appearance. A wiring diagram
is often used to troubleshoot problems and to make sure that all the friends have been made
and that all is present. Architectural wiring diagrams perform the approximate locations and
interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and long-lasting electrical facilities in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use enjoyable symbols for wiring
devices, usually every other from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols
not lonely play a part where something is to be installed, but after that what type of device is
monster installed. For example, a surface ceiling well-ventilated is shown by one symbol, a
recessed ceiling lighthearted has a every other symbol, and a surface fluorescent fresh has
choice symbol. Each type of switch has a alternative parable and fittingly reach the various
outlets. There are symbols that play a part the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime,
and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority
to agree to membership of the quarters to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams
will along with affix panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for
special facilities such as blaze alarm or closed circuit television or other special services.
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chrome heat shields. They give your bike the really bad-ass look and sound. We have them in
stock! It really adds to the cool look on your bike. We stock, sell, and install these also. We have
them in stock to fit all American IronHorse motorcycles! They really look cool and take nothing
away from the looks of your bike. Got problems with the Chopper Petcock? We have you
covered! You don't have to buy a new expensive petcock. Call us. American IronHorse
Speedometers. Speedometer problems up? No problem, call us! Sample Tire Prices Below.
Check our Tire Prices before you buy. We have the best prices in the state! We offer super deals
for the sport bike riders on tires. We want to be your dealer to help you with your needs. In
Stock. Check out the Air Ride 2-up seat on the chopper above. We also make a Air Ride solo
seat. The 2-up seat has a integrated Sissy Bar built into the seat. The Sissy Bar is removable
from the seat. The seat slides in like the factory seat with suction cups. Five seconds on, five
seconds off just like the solo factory seat. Look cool and take care of your passenger and or

travel bag. We can cover the seat with any exotic skins you want with additional pricing. Check
with us for pricing. You will love these seats. They are the best comfort for your butt that money
can buy! Give yourself or your " sweetie " a sore butt break! Check the pictures above. The
seats were designed for the comfort of the American Ironhorse rider. I know, because I ride one
myself. No more pain in the butt riding. We now offer a air ride comfort seat that will make your
butt fall in love with you for the first time! Motor Mount, Fwd. Out of Stock. The Petcock shown
above will accept the Petcock repair kit shown below. The repair kit will not fit any other
petcock. Now In Stock! American IronHorse Electrical Items in stock! For all Models from 02 Out
of Stock in full sets but have Red Bulbs in stock. Chrome Coil Mount Bracket Top picture is
bottom of Gasket Bottom picture is top of Gasket. Special Inventory! AIHT Frt. Duel Disc except
Back SZ. Lone Star Pulley, Chrome Finish. If you cannot find a new pulley for your bike, we can
rebuild yours as shown in the picture above. Give us a call! Don't panic, if you can't find your
pulley,. We have 's of other items not listed. We are dealers for most major aftermarket part
manufacturers. If we don't have what you need in stock, we can order it. Most items ordered by
PM will be delivered next day. Give us a call for your needs. Give us a chance to earn your
business and we will not let you down. We will bust our butt to accommodate you in every way.
We ship parts to all 50 States as well as several international countries. Call us for your needs.
Store Policy: No refunds on custom order parts. No refunds on electrical items. Authorization is
required before any returns. Refunds are for store credit only. No exceptions. Warranty is by
manufacture only. After Market Passenger Pad. Tall SB Pad with Hardware. AIHE Fwd. Flame
Stem Mirror All Bikes. AIHV Kickstand bucket. AIHV Kickstand spring. AIHH Ign. Coil, Delphi, 06
All bikes. Throttle Position Sensor up SZ. Idle Air Control up SZ. AIH Starter Chrome, lifetime
warranty to original purchaser. AIHH Engine head temperature sensor. Picture Soon. Welcome
to Club Chopper! The World's largest and coolest place to be on the net if you dig the following!
I want to register an account for free right now! Chopper Tech. Main Menu Portal Forums. Active
Threads EVO hasn't ran since ! Trike axle mount? Speedo quit working on the LSC down in
Panama Beach last weekend, no speed-tach-indicator lights, totally dark. I checked everything I
could the next day, still dead, that eve it worked again?? Does anyone have a wiring diagram for
a 04 LSC to share or sell, I want to make sure all is right before considering the speedo head is
the culprit. PM me here or at skipmozilla yahoo. Sponsored Links. Register now for free!
Advertising ClubChopper. Legend Rider. In the past I have had the same experience that you
are having with the speedo. Long story, try to give short version. Last year my speedo went out
for the 4th time. Sent it back to Thunder Heart under warranty. I haven't had a problem with the
speedo since. I was also in Panama City last week, I went last spring also, really enjoyed it, cop
friendly!!! Definitely will be headed back!! Hope this helps - Glenn. Orange skullz. Cant help you
out, I was at thunder beach. Were you at Frank Brown Park on Saturday? I got the same
problem. I have a new speedo to put on, but I need to take the wires out of the plug packs. I
never had a Problem with my 06 LSC From the sounds of it it was the 05 and prior bikes that
had problems! Wow - I called it in another thread about the techs going for the tail lite cause it is
designed incorrectly and shorts out. Get your wiring diagram - study it - and cut the connection
to the ECM interrupt. Good Info I have the diagram and will trouble shoot it next time it goes out
and check what the tag light connection is also. My thought was there must be a common 12v to
the speedo head and everything else sends grounds. I'd be happy if it just keeps on working. I'll
be back to PCB for the fall rally, and usually hit the red door saloon every day. Good to know
who made the speedo though The rear brake lever broke while at the rally also. Unfortunately he
does not make them anymore so I have that to deal with. Originally Posted by Legend Rider.
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